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Hosted by:
World Congress on Information Technology .. WCIT
The Olympics of the Global ICT Industry
First held in 1978 by WITSA (World Information Technology & Services Alliance), the World Congress on Information Technology (WCIT) has become the premier international ICT forum. Bringing together over 2,500 visionaries, captains of industry, government leaders and academics from more than 80 countries.

THE 22ND EDITION OF WCIT WILL BE STAGED IN INDIA FOR THE FIRST TIME.
Moving from Brazil to Taiwan to India.

NASSCOM India Leadership Forum .. NILF
The Tech Mecca of the East
India Leadership Forum is NASSCOM's flagship platform, a melting pot for ideas, innovation, strategy, business and the future. 3 days of talks, showcase, networking, connects create an immersive experience for delegate that combines Business + Technology + Leadership.

The 26th edition of ILF in 2018 is a limited edition and will host the WCIT 2018, creating an unparalleled experience for the delegates.

The Government of Telangana is the state partner.
While leaders agree that digital transformation is critical, 70% of digital initiatives are likely to fail, according to leading consultants. What’s needed is a digital core – an enterprise-wide transformation that rethinks the core across people, processes, and technology.

The impact of digital is no more restricted to enhanced customer experience and front-end functions. Digitization has gained precious ground to embed itself in core business functions as well. Almost all the major industries like IT, BFSI, Automobile, Retail & Manufacturing are leveraging digital to run their core processes. At the same time, digital technologies are enabling governments all around the world to rethink the way they deliver services.

Driven by speed, accuracy, faster go-to-market and to remain competitive in Industrial 4.0, digital is enabling the fusion of the two worlds – physical & virtual.

The Conference theme – Amplify Digital: Disrupt the Core will showcase latest trends, technologies, use cases and strategic discussions on building the digital future.
**key themes**

- **Bracing for Impact**
  - Big shifts and discontinuities - creating a new world order
  - Disruptive Tech - AI, VR, Blockchain, IoT, Data
  - Glocalization - Boundaries in a flat world
  - Digital First - Citizens and consumers
  - The 4th Industrial Revolution
  - Smart Cities

- **Digitise the Core**
  - Embracing digital in the heart of business
  - Embedding “new tech” across the core:
    - Operations & processes
    - Go To Market
  - Teaming - aggressively partner for IP, assets and expertise
  - Teeing Up Talent - re-skill/ skill-up Digital Workspace

- **Firm of the Future (FOF)**
  - Traits/ Attributes of a firm that will thrive in the future
  - Digitally immersed CEO - Leading with clarity and Conviction
  - Design to Disrupt
  - Agility in decision-making
  - Simplicity as the DNA

- **Emerging Imperatives**
  - Evolving threats / challenges and required guardrails
  - Digital Economy and Regulation
  - Jobs in the age of intelligent automation
  - Securing data as threats rapidly mutate
  - Privacy dilemma in a world of Data explosion

- **Collaborate to Disrupt**
  - Disrupt boundaries across countries and businesses
  - Open Innovation
  - Moon shot solutions - can digital solutions scale for social impact
  - Circular Economy
Speakers

Michael Goritz
Standard Chartered Bank

Mounir Zok
U.S. Olympic Committee

Ed Monsen
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Sara Nazavi
HMS Host

Andrew Ng
Coursera

Katsumi-san
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Dr. David Hansen
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Phil Fersht
KFS Research

Danny Wettreich
Greenbank

Andrew Horton
British Council

Sofia the Robot
Hanson Robotics
Stay ahead with a unique partnership...

**WCIT & NILF**

- **Enrich** yourself with 50+ content-rich sessions delivered by 200+ global thought leaders.
- **Explore** new technologies; start-up demos; unconference formats and something new lined-up everyday.
- **Experience** an entirely seamless digital conference spread over three days.
- **Engage** in conversations that go beyond just the conference. More than 1000+ minutes of networking time.
- **Enjoy**. It's not all work at the limited edition! We promise to keep you entertained with an unparalleled experience at our social evenings and awards nights.

**Sponsor**

Join the league of 100+ exclusive sponsors

- TECH LEADERS
- COUNTRIES
- BFSI/HEALTH CARE/ RETAIL
- INFRASTRUCTURE PROVIDERS
- CONSULTING COMPANIES

**Attend** to connect with 2000+ decision makers from across 35+ countries.

**Show Case** your unique technology at our exclusive tech cafe, spread across different theme each day. From AI, IoT, Robotics to 3D, VR to name a few.
venue & accommodation

Hotels
- Novotel Hyderabad Convention Centre
- Radisson Hyderabad Hitec City
- Hyatt Hyderabad Gachibowli
- Lemon Tree Premier Hitech City
- Red Fox Hotel Hitech City
- Lemon Tree Hotel Gachibowli
- ibis Hyderabad HITEC City
- Sheraton Hyderabad Hotel
- The Westin Hyderabad
- Oakwood Residence Kapil Hyderabad
- Avasa
- Trident, Hyderabad

Click here to book

Visa Details
Foreign Nationalities would require a Visa for the Conference

To request a visa invite letter from NASSCOM, please fill in your details on the following

Visa Invite Form
welcome
to the city of culture, cuisine and change

Places to go in Hyderabad:

- **Charminar**: Iconic mosque with 4 minarets & arches
- **Ramoji Film City**: Vast film studio & entertainment complex
- **Golkonda**: Fortress complex famed for acoustics
- **Salar Jung Museum**: Varied art & antiques from Asia & Europe
- **Qutb Shahi tombs**: Domed tombs of dynasty rulers & gardens
- **Nehru Zoological Park**: Massive animal park with safari rides
- **Snow World**: Amusement park with a winter theme
- **Chowmahalla Palace**: Restored palace complex & events venue
Hyderabad
Hi-Tech City awaits you.
19th-21st Feb | HICC, Hyderabad, India

NASSCOM, is the apex body for the IT BPM industry in India, a sector that is a significant contributor to the nation’s GDP, exports, foreign direct investment and employment. NASSCOM’s members, over 2,500, constitute 90-95% of the industry’s revenue of USD 150 billion and has enabled the association to spearhead initiatives at local, national and global levels. NASSCOM members include Indian and multinational companies that have set up presence in the country.

Still Thinking?
BLOCK YOUR SEAT NOW!
visit us at: www.wcit2018.org

NASSCOM®
National Association of Software & Service Companies
Plot 7-10, Sector 128, Noida 201303, India. Tel #: 120 4990145
http://www.nasscom.in